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CAVE NOTES
A Review of Cave and Karst Research
July! August. 1966

Volume 8. No.4
EFFECTS

OF BLOCKAGE
by Lou

ON SODA STRAW STALACTITES*
R.

Goodman

**

Stalactites
have been studied since they were first
recognized.
as being
formed
by evaporation
of dripping
water
and release
of carbon
dioxide. It
is known that stalactite
growth patterns
can reflect internal
and external
flow. Forms
produced
by composite
or external sources
of water
can be
identical in outward appearance,
while those produced entirely
by an internal source,
being controlled
by the diameter
of the drop at the tip, have a
uniform
tubular
shape from which the
name "aoda s tr-aw'! has originated.
The purpose
of this paper is to examine some of the forms which arise as
variations
on the basic developmental
patterns
due to the formation
of blockages and entry of gases into the stalactite. Although an internal
flow may be
found
within
an
externally
forrned
stalactite,
we shall
examine
internal
flow mainly
within the structure
of a
central
tube, as is common in the soda
straw forms.
For
simplification,
the
depositional
solutions
will be referred
to as 1 I water"
and the gases involved,
constituting
primarily
those of the cave
atmosphere,
as flair'l.
Stalactite
blockages:
Although much has
been written on the development
of s taIacti.te s , the stage
of growth involving
blockage of flow in the central canal has
received
little
attention. Wagner (1958),
for example,
in a general description
of
speleothem
development
states,
IlA
stronger growth yields the soda straw on
which external
wate r trickles and
also
deposits layer upon layer. By this means
the central
channel will sooner or later
be closed. I! Ver Steeg (1932), in his description
of the developmental
patterns
of stalactite
growth under a bridge,
indicates
a central
partition
within the
tube, but due to the high porosity
of the
specimens
which
he cited,
blockage
might be attributed
to porous flow (see
Figure 3).
Several
me chani srne for blockage can
function. Two of the most common :may

Figure 1. Carrot-shaped
growth from
a soda straw stalactite,
Steinamwasserhbble, Germany.

*Paper read at Cave Research Meeting, Flagstaff,
Arizona, August 30, 1965.
**Naturhistorische
Gesellschaft,
Niirnberg, Germany, and C.R.A.
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be characterized as follows:
1) Cessation of internal flow resulting in bypassing of the tube by
flow-the type of blockage referred to by Wagner;
2) Formation of an internal barrier due to influx of air.

external

Blockage by external bypas s: When the inter na.l flow of a stalactite temporarily ceases, but not its external flow, the water reaching the tip is drawn
by capillary action up into the tube a short distance" where it can deposit
internally (Figure 2A: 1,2) to produce full closure of the tip (Figure 2A:
3,4). After closure, an external flow stalactite obliterates traces of the
origi,nal soda straw (Figure 6). Internal .:flowafter blockage probably does
not penetrate, but is held, so that further tubular development does not occur.
~lockage by air influx: An influx of air into the tube consddenabl.y alters the
internal structure.
To examine the blockage caused by inte nnal. adz-, consider
an influx of air into the tube such that the lower tip portion remains waterfilled while the upper portion becomes air-filled (Figure 5A,B). On reaching
equiIibriurn there exists a stable free surface on which a barrier
can deposit across the tube (Figure 2B). The location of the barrier
depends on
thy level of this surface, and its shape will be that of the surfaee-a
meniscus of surface tension having upturned cusps (Figure 4B). Although this form
is similar to that described by, VerSteeg,
it has been produced internally
and not, as in ve i- Steegve form, externally at the tip. In specimens examined
by the author there has been evidence neither of porosity in the tube walls
nor of any discontinuity in their apparent growth lines, indicating that the
blockages formed subsequent to the tube in which they appear.
The meniscus form, however, is also subject to change. After blockage,
the previously wa.ter s.fi.Lle
d tube dries up, so that any non-penetrating subsequent flow is held at the blockage. Any further stalactite development
must then come from the external flow, as described above, which may
produce a second blockage at the tip (Figure 4). A penetrating flow either
breaches the blockage and re-establishes normal or partial air-filled
tube
growth, or else penetrates the walls of the tube, depending on which is
weaker. A well constructed stoppage is more competent than the tube walls
or the coalescent crystals which in their longitudinal orientation make up the
tube (see Gave Notes, vol. 7, no. 5, p. 33: Frontispiece). With tube wall
penetration, the shape of the blockage changes from a meniscus form to a
diagonal with the lower end lying at the point of penetration (Figure 2C: 5).
The outgrowths of this type of penetration are frequently bulbous or carrotshaped (Figure 1); often observed on slender soda straw bases, side growths
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of helictites
(Figure 7), or, with dissolving water, as a solutional
"plateauwork" (a network
of solutional channels,
or Gerinne). These readily
observable external
properties
of stalactites
and soda straws,
noted by 'I'rimme I
(1959). indicate
probable internal blockage.
Further
notes on effects of internal
air:
The entry of air into the soda straw
can cause other changes in the growth
pattern.
Whereas
in a water-filled
tube the inner surface has a possibility
of producing randomly
oriented free
crystal growths,
internal air-by
inducing a film flow-inhibits
such growths
by causing "sheet
deposition!' with its associated
growth selection
(Moore,
1962). Under conditions of internal
air,
the inner surface in the tube thus
exhibits a more regular growth surface
with absence of individual crystals.
In order for a blockage to [arm,
a state of equilibrium
must
maintain
the upper surface
of the water at a relatively constant level.
The absence
of a stable equilibrium
can cause two possible changes.
First,
if the equilibrium is only temporary with the level dropping periodically
'Without formation of a complete
blockage but with peripheral
deposition,
then a series of
internal rings similar to the crusted
strands
in a receding pool of saturated
water results
(Figure 2D). Second, if no equilibrium obtains and the reLs a
uniform falling
of this level without ring formation,
then the tube grows
downward. Since a more limited area is available for deposition
with only
the lower portion
of the tube being water-filled,
the res ultant soda straw
possesses
a very thin wall of high fragility.
Variations:
The preceeding forms have been discussed in terms
tube as the basis
for growth. Stalactites
without a central tube,
active central
channel, can act similarly,
so long as ail' enters
»

"

=

~"

,

I

of a central
but with an
the channel.

.,

'l

s
--~~-

A

B

c
D

F~gure 2. A) Bypass tip growth shown in four stages (external
flow shown
by arrow);
B) Simple blockage (at S);
C) Diagonal blockage (at 8);
D) Periodic Lowe-r-Lug
wi th only partial
formation. (See text)
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,J",it,IX',l!cM"fJ~.".
[igure 4.
~) Diagonal blockage (note
hole in shadow, produced by penetration
of wall).
!!) Well developed
simple likockage showing characteris· ·
tic meniscus shape.
Section A shows
more post-blockage growth bypassing
the tip than does Section B. Grid in
millimeters.
OPPOS mE

sketch
TI:gure 3. Stalactite
partishowing internal
(from
VerSteeg
tions
(1932) , Pl. III, Fig. 6).

~ure
tral
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:E!!Plre 5. Soda straw stalactites
containing
internal
air.
Internal surface
shown by
arrow:
f!) St eduarawa
se ez-hdhLe, ~) Brandshbh Le; Germany (Same scale in both).
'6. Closure and assimilation
of centube by external bypass (cf. Fig. 2A).
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:E!.gure 7.
Blockage side growth patterns,
Maximilians-Grotte,
Germany.

Fl@re 8. Diagonal blockage with a
subsequent helictite
side growth,

Conditions
necessary
for this entry of air, and for the internal
deposition,
however,
have not as yet been fully examined.
These
internal
foa-ms can
be seen only in cross-section,
but the external forms c an readily be observed
in the field.
The examples and forms described
above are of a simple nature,
but
they can be multiple and complex.
'TIle outward stalactite
forms, however,
do not necessarily
indicate -an absolute internal
s t'r uc tu re ,
Conclusions:
Blockage of a stalactite,
though pe~haps not occurhng
in all
cases,
is definitely a phase
in stalactite
development.
A fur-ther study
of
the rrie ch ani am leading
to blockage
will not only yield
a more
complete
story of stalactite
development
but may offer a too I for interpreting
the
history
of a cave. Total,
partial,
or periodic cessation
of the depositional
process
within a ca:ve Inay be recognizable
by the prevalence
of a particular
foc-rn of stalactite
blockage.
Acknowledgements:
I express
my appreciation
to Casper
Gl::ltzfor allowing
free access to his cave in Stefnamwas ee r , Germany,
and to Jakob Reissner
for permitting
me to study the examples in Maximilians-Grotte.
near Neuhaus
an der ~egnitz,
Gerrnany.
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Because of its
historical
and paleontological
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an appeal was
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About 500 square kilometers of limestone outcrops ranging f r-cm Upper Carboniferous
to Miocene occur in Sar-awak.
var-Ious groupings
of the rocks are described and illustrated
along wt tb accounts of topography, climate,
soils, and
vegetation.
Origin of cave and karst 'forms is discussed.
--RD
WILLEMS,
T. W.
and F. VIGH.
Karst hydrology influenced by mining
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An illustrated
discussion aud mathematical analysis of various flow patterns
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and methods of protection
of mining opera--JFQ
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Secretary's

note:

Many persons

have expressed
interest
in becoming
rne rnbe r s of Cave
Research
Associates.
In an attempt to make our selection
as fair and widespread as pos efble , we have prepared
an application
form for membership
which is available
on request.
Members
will be chosen
on the basis of
ability, experience,
and pe rfo r rnanc e • There are no formal
dues, but members are expected
to subscribe
to the publications,
and on occasion
may be
asked for voluntary
contributions.
Members
are expected
to demonstrate
a
steady and continued
interest
in some form of cave research.
There are nogeographical
lirnitations
to me rnbe r-ahdp ,
Contributors:
QUinlan, Jr.
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